Remember the Revolution?
The ease of desktop publishing was born in 1980's
with the arrival of the Macintosh.®
The dream of newfangled design tools
made artists giddy with anticipation.

Well, it's time to
get giddy again!
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The combination of Final Cut Pro, a Power Mac G3**
and a DV Camera are revolutionizing the
professional film and video industry just as the Mac
did 15 years ago with desktop publishing.
And to celebrate, Alpha Tech Computers
has put together a design package
to bring the revolution to your desktop.

Starting at $3,397*
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A note to grandparents, teachers, coaches...
This package gives you the ability to create great video. It was
designed to meet the needs of the professional community,
yet, it's easy enough for the novice video producer.

•

Authorized Reseller
and Service Provider

alpha tech
COMPUTERS

tl Apple Specialist

(360) 671-2334 • (800) 438-3216 • (360) 671-8571 Fax
2300 James Street, Bellingham, WA 98225 • www.alphatechcomputers.com
"You don't just need a computer, you need a solution."
We are fully Apple®certified to maintain, service and repair all Apple®products.

©1999 Apple Computer, Inc. All rights reserved. The Apple logo is a registered trademark and Power Mac is a trademark of Apple Computer, Inc.
*Initial package offer includes Final Cut Pro software, a Power Mac 350mhz G3 and a Canon ZR DV Camera. The Canon XLI DV Camera shown is not inlcuded.
**Until September 25, 1999 a special offer from Apple for free memory or printer and a monitor rebate is available. See Alpha Tech Computers for details.
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LOCAL NOTES
Jesus, we take one month off, and all hell
breaks loose. Lots and lots o' stuff going on in
town.
First off, there are changes to be had with
What's Up. The two big ones are: we are going
non-profit,and we now have a website. About
the non-profit deal, it became obvious that I
wasn't going to make any money off this little
venture, but I still think it's important to have
the magazine in Bellingham. The non-profit
"status" is in the works, so it's not official yet
With going non-profit, that means we are now
run by volunteers (though, that's what's beenhappening already), and we need more. If
you're interested in volunteering in any way,
please give us a call at 714-9310 or an e-mail at
whatsup@nas.com.
We also have a new website at
whatsup-magazine.com. Our webmaster is
the infamous Gino Scarpino. He rocks, so
after the kinks get worked out, things should be
cooL
Now on to the bands, Basement Swing,
one of Bellingham's biggest bands, has called it
quits. I've heard a lot of different reasons for
the split, but any way you look at it, they're
done. The band was one of the few acts in
town that actually had a huge draw and it's
unfortunate that things had to end. I've heard
different members are starting to work on other
projects, but the leader and soul of the band,
Robert Blake, has decided that it's time to leave
our neck of the woods. Robert will be taking
off to live in Montana and this town won't be
the same without him. Robert has always been
a positive influence on the music scene, and a
great person to have in town. There aren't
many people as honest and cool as Robert and
I for one am really sad to see him go. Good
luck in your travels, Robert, we'll miss ya.
Those bad boys of rock, Fed X (damn,
how cliche was that?) are out on tour with The
Cheeps. The tour got off to a rocky start, their
van broke down just as they were getting
underway. Luckily they came back, got the
Impala, aU-haul trailer, and were on their way.
Look for those two bands to play the 3B in
September.
Fat Albert Rotunda is putting the
finishing touches on their debut CO/demo. No
official release date; we'll keep you posted.
The 3B has a new website. It's at
3Btavem.com
Estrus is continuing the tradition of rock
and rolL Lots of new releases from those guys,
the most important one being The Quadrajets.
It's corning out in January. Other cool shit
includes amazing albums from those crazy
Swedes, The Sewergrooves and The Nomads.
For a listing of their other releases, go to their
website at www.estrus.com.
My Friends & I are continuing work on
their long awaited CD. No time frame yet, but
at least they're still plugging away.
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B Minus Time Traveller has broken up.
They still might be releasing a CD on
Cuddlebot, but that's now up in the air. Jeff
Hoppe, though, has started a new nameless
project It continues in the same vein, so it
should be pretty cooL
Speaking of B Minus, their bass player,
Sandra, is now the booking person up at the
Western Washington University Underground
Coffeehouse. Congrats. Jon Tosch is the new
guy at AS Pop and good ol' Chris Porcarelli is
still the AS Events guy. That's the run down for
campus.
There are now places in town to see shows
if you're under age. Humdinger has been doing
shows every weekend along with The Show
Off Gallery, and a place only known as "The
Kola House." Thank God. It's about·time the
all ages scene started up around here. It's not
like there's anything else to do.
Eureka Farm has recorded their follow
up to Analog. The album, which will be
released on Loosegroove, features the first
recordings of the band in its current line-up.
Look for it to come out on October 5th. In other
Eureka Farm news, Jason McGerr, the
drummer, has moved down to Seattle,and
Armon Bohn is moving back to Eastern
Washington (though they're both staying in the
band).
Speaking of moving (again), Jay from
Full On has headed out. Full On (and
Phantasm) will stay together, but we're losing
another cool person from the community.
Phantasm (Bellingham's best metal band), will
be playing the Up and Up Tavern on September
17th. They also have a new release that they'll
be selling at the show. I got an advance copy of
it and it fucking rocks. Makes Maiden look
like a bunch of pussies.
Speaking of moving (again--what's that
four times I've had to talk about this?), Trevor
Adams is moving back to Colorado. You might
remember Trevor from drumming in such
amazing bands as Pacer, Monkey, Monkey,
Monkey, and Pau!. He's another person this
community is greatly gonna miss. Paul's
future, of course, is totally up in the air.
Local country god's, The Pulltab
Playboys, have started a following around
town, and even some fans from outside B-ham.
The most recognizable being Gerald Collier,
who is one of my musical hero's. Whenever
the band plays, Gerald comes up with his
acoustic and belts out a couple of tunes on
stage. Crazy.
New York Jimmy has a new CD, continuing their dominance on the swing scene.
They're also about to embark on a 7 week tour
across the country. Wow, that's gonna be nuts.
Luckily, they've got a bad ass van.
Finally, Sharpie's gonna be playing CMJ
this year, the huge fucking music festival out in
New York. They'll also be playing NxNW,
which is being held down in Portland and
SxSW in Austin. Congrats!
-Beanhead

LOCAL SPOTLIGHT

The Narrows

A few weeks ago, The Narrows had a run-in the law. Yeah, that's right, the long arm
of the oppressive man pulled the plug on their music making. Twice. Seems that they
were too loud for the neighbors. Funny, considering that they fashion themselves to be
divergent of the currently popular style in Bellingham: that of loud, proud, rock and roll.
Don't misunderstand, these three cordial young men are friendly with all of their fellow
musicians; they simply don't adhere to vocal harmonies, bass slapping, or riff rocking.
The Narrows' style is more akin to a straight forward, slower pace with added repetition;
in fact they have one song that in all of its six minutes doesn't contain one change.
Keeping it all in the family, brothers Justin and Matt man the guitar/sparse vocals
and drums, respectively, while cousin Sean handles the bass duty. Some Bellingham
locals may experience a glimmer of recognition in the faces of The Narrows from the now
defunct band, the Ryderwoods. The birth .of The Narrows began building slowly in 1997
when some newly composed material didn't fit the bill of the faster, poppier sounds that
their band at the time expressed. Things carne to a head last winter,while Justin and Matt
resided in Olympia,as their writing of slower, more morose material intensified. In midMarch, the Narrows were christened.

We are currently looking
to expand the following
departments:
CREAiiVEWRITING
EVENT REPORTING
REVIEWS • SALES
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Opportunities!
Call or e-mail for
more information:
360-714-9310

whatsup@nas.com
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~150 EPIPHONE ACOUSTICS
Justin, Matt, and Sean had planned on ironing out the rough spots before embarking on
any live performances, but in early summer The Narrows tested the waters prematurely.
Deep Throat, a band from the Bay area, was on tour with a show scheduled in Bellingham
and needed another band on the bill. The more established Bellingham acts couldn't
sign on for whatever reasons, so The Narrows stepped up to the plate and launched into
their performance career. Since then, they have played numerous parties, basements,
and all-ages venues (including the aforementioned run in with the law). The Narrows
will continue playing venues and offering up their unique sound to Bellingham and the
entire Northwest area, with a show planned for September 12th, at the 4th Ave. Tavern
in Olympia. The Narrows had arranged to tour with Federation X in early August, but plans
fell through because of lack of funds. Considering their financial situation, a tentative tour
has been set for winter. They are also in the midst of purchasing recording equipment;
the:x hope to procure all the necessary parts within the next three months so that they can
begin employing it in true "do-it-yourself' style.
For The Narrows, playing music is a priority job. None of them dream of becoming
famous, they simply want to play without compromise. But, as Justin jokingly adds, "If
dreary music ever gets popular, maybe then we'll be rock stars."
-Jamie Donatuto

We Buy and Trade Guitars. Amps
and Drums. Large stock of the
coolest gear. Including: Fender.
Gibson. VOX. English Guitars

r
Bonfire Madi
Madigan Shrive, formerly of Tattle Tale,
an influential riot-grrl folk band, has been
· ~reating awesome music for a few years now
in a folk-punk outfit called Bonfire Madigan.
With a seven inch, a vinyl record,and a CD on
the Kill Rock Stars label of Olympia, they are
continuing to improve and earn fans throughout the Northwest music scene and beyond.
The free summer concert series was
intended to make use of sunny days next to
Vendor's Row where I imagine the coordinators
envisioned lazy, sunburnt music and foodfilled afternoons. July twenty-first would have
had everything right if it hadn't been for the
weather. Despite being misted by a light
Bellingham drizzle, a small but significant
crowd stayed it out, eating barbecued food and
enjoying a band who has never failed to provide
inspiring and original music with instruments
consisting of cello, stand-up bass, drums, and
one of the most unique and powerful voices in
the independent scene.
Songs from their sole full-length record,
"From The Burnpile " were played as well as a
long and beautiful new one about mermaids.
The concert was about one hour long, filled
with loud and gentle, quiet and dangerous
melodies. Damply huddled around tables and
happy just to listen to the music up front, the
crowd was urged to dance by a mildly
frustrated Madigan, who seemed to take their
continued lethargy in stride but gave foxy
smiles to those who obeyed her demand. After
the show, a concert goer had the opportunity to
buy cool things like CDs, vinyl, stickers,
buttons, and kitty-cat hats.
-Marajean Steele

Mike Johnson with an acoustic guitar, accompanied by a violin player. (David Crueger?) They
played folky ballads of Irish decent, full of lost
love and longing. Definitely a deviation from his
earlier work; perhaps a progression of musical
maturation, Mike Johnson's rich, comforting
voice commanded the short set (20 minutes!) of
traditional morose melodies, and the violin added
resonance. Overall, the soothing set was unvaried, throwing the audience into a state of easy
lethargy. Relaxing, but not heavy partying music.
Next, Pete Krebs's solitary and unassuming_
presence graced the stage with acoustic guitar in
hand. A self-professed "depressing singer-songwriter,'' his set induced self-reflection. In a good
way. Folky and mellow but not monotonous or
weepy. His amazing guitar picking abilities kept
your attention. I confess that I've never seen
Gossamar Wings, but if you're a Hazel fan like
myself, he didn 't dissapoint. He even played
"Waiting." And as an encore, we were treated to
an excellent rendition of "Don't Go Back to
Rockville." A great way to unwind after a tiring
week.
It's too bad that the 3B is known only for its
rock line-ups. It's too bad that Bellingham
doesn't appreciate variety.
-Jamie Donatuto

Damn! Finally a good night for rock in
this town, after this shitty summer too! I'm in
shock, still.
The Greatest Kids on Earth were up first,
of course, them being a cover band and all.
These kids fucking rock! They get so much
energy into their shows, and you can tell
they're there to play, either to the pretty decent
crowd that was there, or to no one!
Next in the set was Stalin's Order. Wise
decision to have them play early in the show so
they were a little more sober this time around.
And hell, it paid off--these guys are great!!

They played their usual fare: some abusive
punk rock with a drunken edge. They even
honored a request for ·'Application," a song
they usually don't play anymore since James
left the band, but they got him up on stage for
that one song. I think that this was the best I've
seen them in a long time. Rock.
This was about the time that the high
school "punks" cleared out and the cruising
ghetto kids showed up. Fucking ghetto kids at
a punk show! Bastards! They were annoying as
fuck, and kept trying to pick drunken fights with
people! DAMMIT there are enough preppy kids
and losers just like them in this hellhole of a
town--find your own damn place to party!!
Kola was third in this show, which I think
gave them a good advantage, since they usually
seem to open even the shows at their own house.
It was very cool that their keyboardist made it up
for the show, since they've played a couple times
without her, and they were awesome! They
were tight and got the crowd to fucking riot-something I'd never seen before when Kola
was playing! They debuted some new stuff
which was cool and had their keyboardist
come up and sing. There needs to be more
chick singers around here. It was great.
It was during Kola's set that the cowgirls
came out and showed their true nature. Yes,
cowgirls. Kola has this cowboy song that's
about fucking cows or something and this
posse of girls was YEE-HAWING up a storm.
Much less than that, one of them had the nerve
to start railing on kids who like Manson and
punk. What the fucking hell ...... although most
people were way to drunk to care anyway.
Closing the night was Cheap Bastard, a
full force metal band. They weren't very
good .....The combination of the guitars, weak
bass, and pretty fucking distorted wanna-beGwar vocals just sounded like static to me,
from where I was. I didn't stick around long.
All and all, one hell of a weird night, but
some damn good music. For once.
-Em

Mike Johnson
Pete Krebs
38 Tavern

With Mike Johnson (Dinosaur Jr.) opening
up for Pete Krebs (Gossamar Wings and Hazel), I
was banking on a rewarding show. I had never witnessed either musicians' solo endevours before and
arrived with thoughts of hearing some familiar
material from previous accomplishments.
Although a bit surprised, I was satisfied none the
less.
My friend Brian told me that he had seen
Mike Johnson tour Bellingham a few years back
with a hard-rockin band, so my preconceived
notions consisted of several musicians on stage.
Instead, two people sat down in front of the mics:
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The Footstompin' Trio started the evening off
well. These three guys also play with New
York Jimmy and the Jive Five and though this
was their first show, you couldn't have guessed
it. It's great to know that Bellingham now has
its own rockabilly band. They obviously are
well-versed in the swingin' honky-tonk music
they play, and they play it with gusto and
plenty chops. So all you Chuck Berry fans
ought not miss 'em the next time they play out.
Now, this was The Basement Swing's last
show ever and oh my God, did they play like it
was. Pulling out all the stops, Robert, Sari,
Noah, Ryan, Ivan, and AI lit the Wild Buffalo
on fire!
I was anticipating a great show. I was
looking forward to a performance I expected
would be powerful because it was their last, but
in no way was I prepared for what the
Basement Swing had in store that night.
The dance floor was packed from the first
song on, and the connection between band and
audience was like nothing I'd ever witnessed
before. The audience had so much Jove for
these musicians, and the band was ready and

willing to give 'em everything they wanted and
more. The band delivered slow-burning sultry
numbers which melted the audience, courtesy
of Sari's super-sexy voice, as well as hot-poppin' jams that were really too fast to dance to.
but nobody cared--everyone just shook what
they had to shake and kept srnilin'.
O.K, now you know you missed an
incredible show, but Jet me tell you a little
something about the band. I remember
stopping by the Humdinger Haus one day ( I
guess it must' ve been almost two years ago)
and Robert Blake told me he was planning on
starting a swing band. Sounded good to me, I
figured it would be a little band that couldn' t

with bands like Big Bad Voodoo Daddy and
Cherry Poppin' Daddies--he just wanted a
party band, damrnit! And he got one. I think
Robert and his band mates accomplished a
great thing. With Basement Swing, playing
God knows how many shows, and recording a
great CD (on sale now at Cellophane Square!),
they reminded the City of Subdued Excitement
how to have fun. I already miss 'em.
-Trevor Adams

really swing, but . .-----------------~-----.,
would have a fun
time tryin' . I could
never have imagined
that Mr. Blake would
put together such an
incredible bunch of
musicians who would
soon be converting
Discount recording packages for bands
Bellingham-ites into
& musicians.
Includes free COs
~
beli~vers in the
Gospel of Swing. Oh
Lots of tube mics, pre's,
yeah, Robert had no
digital and vintage gear
idea swing was gett
ting popular again
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Having grown up in the red-neck
infested, gray-gross, and downright grody
infamous town of Aberdeen, WA 98520, I
was slightly shocked to receive these two
CDs, which were primarily recorded there.
Since I was about ten years old when the
Melvins and Nirvana left town, until I left
after high school , there were virtually no
bands playing around that area, except
maybe a few bad metal bands. That's the
reason I was so pleasantly surprised by both
of these bands' CDs. Neither of them are
metal, and neither of them are simple three
chord punk, which I half expected they might
be. Instead, I was treated to two inventive
and unique, not to mention talented, rock
bands. To know that some musically great
things are going on down there makes my
drug-riddled body swell with pride (and
water-weight, I'm on my period).

First up, I took a listen to the kids from
Candy Keep and their CD It's Starting to
Scow. The first two songs had a real floaty
feeling to them--they weren't obtrusive at all
and seemed to progress very smoothly. The
vocals have a drawn-out, very calm feel to
them. The last three songs weren't too
different, but did differ slightly in overall
tone. Where the first two songs were very
smooth transitionally, the last three contain
some heavy parts I think would best be
described as "outbursts." Not to say I didn't
like the last three songs as well as the first
two. And I found it very interesting to hear
the background of the two recordings on the
CD. It seems the first two songs were
recorded in 1997 in Aberdeen at Bandroom
Recordings, while the last three were apparently recorded the year before when the band
members were 16 somewhere in a treehouse.
Overall, I found Candy Keep to be pretty
mellow rock band, but doing interesting and
very listenable music. Especially for a band
that completed all of the music on the album
before they were even eighteen .
Zillion Kisses instantly establish themselves as a distinctly heavier rock band than
their labemates Candy Keep. The guitar and
bass lines are more driving, and the vocals,
though they are still on the smooth side of
the spectrum, are more concise and louder
than the other band's. I was definitely

attracted to the songwriting of this band right
off the bat. Despite it being pretty simple,
it's not boring or generic at all. I also really
like the intro to the third song: "The weather
never changes, it is always 67 degrees with a
40% chance of rain, always." A more perfect
and consice statement could not be made to
sum up the drudgery of Aberdeen's static
weather, though 67 degrees may be too high
and 40% may be too low. Anyway, their
fourth song struck me as blatantly styled
after a Cure song complete with a British
accent on the vocals, but it was a damn good
impersonation. I did get confused about the
CD's listing of songs: it lists only seven
songs, yet my CD player told me il). a clear
voice that there were nine tracks. Are these
boys dyslexic, or just fuckin' with me? Ah,
who cares--it's a great album despite the
trickiness. Track number seven had some
really cool vocal harmonies on it and I really
like the lyrics to the song "First Date
Anxiety,"they talk about going on a first date
and being "attacked by cougars." Pretty
damn weird fellows. But let us not forget
that they're talented and cool fellows also.
This CD is an original, poppy-rock dynamo
of a recording.
Kudos to Bellingham's Cuddlebot
Recordings--Good Stuff!!
-K. Scott

Lately, as washed out "alterna-rock"
bands, along with mindless pop music, dominate
the musical landscape, rock and roll has begun
to take back the underground. The kids who
grew up on Kiss and AC/DC are finally picking
up their guitars and trying to emulate their heros.
Unlike the 70's, where rock and roll was
dominated by American bands, much of the rock
and roll today is being found in Sweden. Bands
such as the Hellacopters are reclaiming the
underground for rock and roll. The movement,
though still a long way from capturing the hearts
of teens all over the world, is becoming more
and more of a force. Another one of those bands
is the Sewergrooves.
The band, which shares more than just a
sound with the Hellacopters (they have the same
drummer, Robert), have been raising hell in
Sweden for years, but only recently have
become a name in America. Their first album
Three Time Loser on Estrus, set the foundatio~
for the future domination of the Sewergrooves.
Unlike their previous effort, the new
albums songwriting is generally stronger and
more impressive. Where Three Time Loser
was dirty and inconsistent at times, Songs From
The Sewer is more focused and cleaner. The
album is more rock oriented.
The strength of the Sewergrooves is the
unique and frankly cool voice of the singer. The
guitar work rocks, but so does that of a lot of
bands. There is something very distinguishing
about~. Sewergrooves voice and energy that's
usually missing in a lot of bands nowadays.
With the excellent rhythm section and rock
chords, the bands kicks your ass right from the
beginning. From the start, The Sewergrooves
rock and they don't stop until a good 40 minutes
later.
For all you future rock stars, buy the
album, take notes, and learn what you've got to
do. This is a blueprint for the future of rock and
roll, understand it, and now.
-Brent Cole

I can't dig it, can't even get anyone I
know to dig it. I imagine those dudes I went to
high school with that still date 17 year old girls
at 25 would dig it, though. They could drink
Schmidt to it, snort some lines of Ritalin to it
maybe even get all angry together to it. Th~
first song is call "Cerveca Survey." You wanna
know what it's like? Rolling Stones on crank.
The recording is shitty, but then again I hate
analog recordings. I left cassette tapes behind
with Bon Jovi. There's one song on this four
song compilation called "Bridge-it," it sucks

too. Maybe they live out at Nugent's Corner
because the damn song repeats one verse, "You
gotta build that bridge." Exciting life for county boys. But I guess it's something to write
about. This group probably wouldn't suck near
as much if they fired the vocalist. The music is
actually minutely tolerable. The music is
"orchestrated by" S.A. Staples and J. Horath;
they live on Knox Ave, maybe someone should
stop by and help them out. Give the vocalist
some bran or something. Hearing him sing
(can you call it that?) gives me a hernia, and
that's just not fair. I work hard to stay regular
and damn it if some Go Kart Theory is going to
force their constipation on me.
-Jen to the mutherfuckin' P.

Oh boy ! Where to start on this little gem of
a cassette tape? Well, from what I could gather,
this is some guy singing along with Death Cab's
first tape that I guess was recorded all by Ben, as
someone else washes dishes nearby. It's a
concept album in essence, they play as if they're
live in Alger, WA at the town's hottest nightspot,
The Kitchen Sink. All throughout the recording
the music is muted as the phantom vocalist sings,
quite nicely I'll add, along with many clinks of
dishes and the sound of running watter and pots
being scrubbed. After ever.y song, recorded

applause is cued, and many times the "crowd" is
thanked for coming out to the show. A couple of
times they even pause for "pee breaks."
Overall, I thought this was a really funny
idea for a recording and since the original Death
Cab recording is great anyway, it'd been tough
for this idea to go bad. It's definitely not Sergeant
Pepper or anything, but it's nice to see people
experiment and do something musical, purely for
the fun of it. I guess this tape is somewhat of an
endangered species, but if you can find one I bet
you ' ll dig it.
-K. Scott

contribution to the punk rock cause and they have
a new album out on Estrus Records called Have a
Blitz on You. It's twelve cuts of the relentless
punk rock fury that we have all come to expect
from our fine French friends. It's noisy. It's loose.
It's sloppy. The guitar solos hurt. The drummer
plays the same beat throughout. You can't understand the lyrics (although I think I did hear a
touche' in there somewhere). In other words, it's
punk rock at its finest. The opening cut, "Sock It
To Me," sets the furious tone for the rest of the
record, and the TV Killers do not let up until the
final messy noise of "Death Solution." The cover
art on this one's amazing too. Mr. Chantry has
delivered once again. If you like punk rock, then
this is one record that you should not pass up.
Viva Ia France!
-Nick Volenec

Ah, the French. Where would we be today
without that wonderful republic? I am here to
contend that we all need to take a moment to
think about just how barren our lives and culture
would be if it weren't for France. Just think of all
the great contributions that the French have made
to human civilization. Wine, cheese, body odor,
the Eiffel Tower, attitude, escargot, punk rock.
Punk rock?!? No, your eyes are not deceiving
you. The French are trying their best to keep
alive that ailing institution we so fondly refer to
as Punk Rock.
The TV Killers are France's latest

boards, Big Ray and the Futuras leave astro-skid
marks on the freshest of undies--and dare to pick
fights with the bully as well. What does all that
nonsense mean? It doesn't matter,what does are
the very passable surf rock stylings of Big Ray.
This album, entitled Airwaves, is quite a
nice background soundtrack to many a fun filled
activity-including: gin and tonic slumber parties,
a rousing game of Clue (and most likely any other
waste of time board game), musical chairs, surfing in the anti-gravity void of outer space, and a
few more, probably.
If Airwaves was a beer, it would be Henry
Weinhard's: accessible to many as it hits that middle ground of taste--mediocre as high quality
(say, Guinness) yet far superior to shwag
(Schmidt's).
·
Big Ray and the Futuras hail from
Cambridge, Ma and are released on Bellingham's
Double Crown Records.
-Charu Wahi

OK kids, we are going to dust off our
imaginations to review the six song EP of James
Burn's (ex-Stalin's Order/PAC) new solo project
Beekeeper.
This tape is the obvious soundtrack to the
self-fulfilling apocalyptic prophecy of the
millennia! beehive. The buzz of the guitar and
scratchy sting of the vocals has convinced me that
every bee that has ever stung a child of God had a
miniature walkman buzzing these tunes into their
furry little head. The driving nature of the
progressions on this tape assures me that
within the fragile confines of every surviving
beehive is a mass of fuzzy flyers bopping their
heads to the sounds of the drum machine used
in anticipation of the chaos they shall soon reek
on all of humanity.
We should now turn to some concrete observations. This tape reminds me a lot of some of
Sam Jayne's Love As Laughter recordings both in
vocal style and guitar progressions. Though the
scratchiness of the vocals, while at first charming,
eventually pairs up with the percussion to become
somewhat repetitive, the tape is saved from such
doom by the rocking final cut, "Baggage Claim."
Overall, the songs are well put together and for
the most part should have you humming along.
This tape is an enjoyable flight into the pathos of
the average bumblebee that will likely remain
near my car tape deck for the rest of this summer,
despite the ominous risk of a speeding ticket. I
am excited, as you should be also, to see how
these songs mature and fill out with the addition
of other members to the project.
-Matt. Fu

Armed with loaded six strings and surf

After a long summer of live-rock
depravation, I recently headed to the 3B to
catch The Murder City Devils show and was
astounded by the sound I was hearing as I
entered the bar. It was The Mooney Suzuki, a
band from New Jersey, ripping up the place
like no opener I've ever seen before.
Extremely bummed that I'd only caught the
last couple songs of their set, I sat camped out
by their equipment after the end of the show
hoping to hell that I could score a 7 inch. When
I finally spotted one of their guitar players, I got
not only a 7 inch but a CD and a couple of buttons too, then practically had to force the guy
to accept a five-spot for all the loot.
The CD is a danceable, poppy, but heavy
thrill ride through a 60's-esque, mod, rock and
roll wonderland. Chance are they won't be
through town again anytime soon, but send
them 5 bucks, ask for their CD and be prepared
for it to dominate your stereo.
Contact them @
PO Box 293 NYC 10009.
(The grapevine word is an upcoming single to
be released on Estrus-FUCKING COOL!)
-K. Scott

Send Contributions to:
What's Up Magazine
Po Box4240
Bellingham WA98227
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September 1st

September 2nd

September 3rd

SOUTH PARK

Radto s~b;R

NIGHT!

Open Mic
Nightw/ Blu

September 4th

w/ Faaay Alger

DISCQHESIVE!

September lOth
A night with

September 11th
Rock and Roll w/

Serotonin

Captain ~athorn

September 17th

September 18th

September5th
All Day Football;
5PM Pool Tournament
SPM Raggae Rage!

September 6th
MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!
Big Screen TV

September 7th

September 8th

September 9th
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SOUTH PARK

NIGHT!

Open Mic
Nightw/ Blu

September 12th
All Day Football;
5PM Pool Tournament
SPM Raggae Rage!

September 13th
MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!
Big Screen TV

September 14th

September 15th

September 16th
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SOUTH PARK

NIGHT!

Open Mic
Nightw/ Blu

September 19th
All Day Football;
5PM Pool Tournament
SPM Raggae Rage!

September 20th
MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!
Big Screen TV

September 21st

September 22nd

September 23rd

September 24th

September 25th
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SOUTH PARK

Joy Fury &The

NIGHT!

Open Mic
Nightw/ Blu

My Friends & I
wf Off the Fann

September 26th
All Day Football;
5PM Pool Tournament
SPM Raggae Rage!

September 27th
MONDAY NIGHT
FOOTBALL!
Big Screen TV

September 28th

September 29th

September 30th

October 1st
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SOUTH PARK

Open Mic
Nightw/ Blu

an evening of music

~ab'NJsht

~ab'NJsht

~ab'NJsht

NIGHT!

Little Brother lig! an evening wJ
w/ Lead Pipe Cinch BRIGHT BROWN!

Hobonero Skohersl

w/

BIRD OF PASSAGE

October 2nd
Discohesive
w/
Shanghi Killers

WE ALSO PROUDLY FEATURE:

f'Ant£R JOH'N'S Backyard Beer Garden and f'Ant£R JOH'N'S own, specially brewed,
raspberry, ginseng & ginger beer .... f'Ather }oJm'• ·~ £lbdr'"lll

the album too. I'm telling you , you leave an elf
alone in a room for five minutes and he'll tear
the place apart just out of curiousity. People
often say that it was curiousity that killed the
cat, but the fact is, it was the elves.
So, when the elves wanted to look at the
photo album I became a little nervous. "Well
guys ," I said. "Why don't we skip the photo
album and just go visit Bellingham so you can
By M:ike standish
see first hand? It's a wonderful, magical place ."
The elves let out a great cheer and we all
headed out to my car to make the two hour
I've had like sixteen cups of coffee today.
because I like the taste. Coffee tastes like hell.
journey north. I knew though that any trip to
I'm serious. For most people this would be a
I drink coffee to avoid killing myself. It alters
Bellingham would be ruined by the rowdy
nearly lethal dose of caffeine, but not to me. I'm
my moods considerably. It makes me happy. I
lv . So I stuffed them
.
not most people. I'm Mike Standish. You might
need to be happy so I can tolerate ~n a bu !
sack and ~
remember me from such magazine columns as
long commute to my stupid seen~ ary job at the
the
in a
"Please Laugh at My Insecurities" and "I'm Reallv
Universit of Wash in ton. T e traffic here is
, '. !J n e a r b y
Drunk While I'm Writing This 1" But
river.
/
\
I'm not drunk right now. I'm drinkin' You ever
so; ,much 0
that YfU Enough of
coffee. COFFEE. You ever drink so
start to See ]!ittle
the elVeS them. I wanted
much coffee that you start to see little
j
the
of the room ~and to enjoy my
elves and the elves hide in the corner
I
weekend. So,
_
1
of the room and taunt you while
you whi e you're drinn..ing
the CO
'f •
free of any
you're drinking the coffee? I am seeing I am seeing elves.
0
elven encumelves. There's one now!
brance, I drove
"You drink too much coffee," he
to Bellingham.
I
is saying to me.
fucking unbearable. You ge ·n your car and you
It was jus rlke I remembered it. Well, I
The truth is , I have to drink this much. I live in
can't . nh~o, tly say "remember " with any
sit there, not moving one inch. Then, if you're
Seattle. I'm lying. I actually live in Renton.
IJke most people, you ftre up th
II phone
de ~- honesty. Most of my memories of
Renton is a low-culture , Camaros-parked-onand start yacking away about nothing r ~ingham are a bit cloudy. Probably because
the-front-lawn suburb of Seattle. There 's this
of the booze. And the whip-its. And falling
important.
guy who lives down the street from my house
"Dave, it's Frank here. Yeah , I'm sitting on
down those stairs.
that we call the "Yard Mechanic. " We call him
the Montlake Bridge ... blah blah blah ... stock
I hear that you might be new in town. If
this because he has, and I'm not exaggerating
options ... blah blah blah ... please end my terriyou've never been to Bellingham before, let
this figure, 14 cars parked on his fucking lawn,
ble meaningless life, " you might hear somethis article serve as a sort of user 's guide, so
all in various states of disrepair. Right now he is
body say.
that you might know what to expect and what
jacking up a bitchin' "74 El Camino with flames
I combat all of this negative energy with
not to expect during your stay.
painted on the sides. Of course he 's got a mul73 cups of coffee each and every day.
Most people have heard about
let. And he smokes a lot of meth. One time I
Today, after my ninth cup of Folgers
Bellingham's natural beauty. And sure enough,
said hello to him. .
Instant, I became interested in a
the first thing anybody notices as they enter the
"Shut up you!
photO album I had stashed under my
city limits is the abundance of natural beauty.
Can't you see I'm
bed. Most of the pictures are from the
Most places on the I-5 corridor have been
jf youre like most people,
busy
smoking
time I spent in
spoiled
by uncontrolled development and
meth!'" he said to you fire up the cell
industrial irresponsibility. But not Bellingham. A
and start ~ac'King
me.
prime example of unspoiled natural beauty and
I didn't talk to away abo
. y: nothing ./
responsible governmental control of industry is
him after that.
really impfrtant.
,Georgia-Pacific, a park and recreation facility
Unfortunately,
located on Bellingham Bay. Many a sunny day
in Renton people
can be spent strolling around GP's lush conlike this are the rule rather than
fines, which are filled with such fine attractions
the exception. But I tell people I
as rusty pipes , mysterious alarm soundings,
live in Seattle to avoid the utter
poison gas, mutated species of gophers heretohumiliation of revealing my true
fore undiscovered , and surly half-drunk
address. If somebody asks me where I live I
groundskeepers. Don't forget your swimsuit,
say, "Why can't you tell that I live in Seattle?
because it's impossible to resist taking a dip in
Look, I'm drinking a double tall mocha. Surely
about two years ago.
the mercury-tainted waters of the park's
that must tell you I live in Seattle!"
Of course with elves being such naturally
famous therapeutic hot-springs. If a man
I don't drink coffee because it's hip or
curious creatures, they wanted tO leaf through
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dressed in a funny suit chases after you waving
a gun, don't worry, he just wants to make sure
you 're having a good time. Wave hello to him
and smile politely.
After your trip to the park, what better
way to relax than purchasing a giant waterpipe? Several downtown locations offer a wide
array of "tobacco" smoking products for your
enjoyment. There 's nothing quite like the mellow pleasure and delicious flavor of a fat bowl
of "tobacco." Like I was telling my friend the

other day, "Dude, this is some fine
'tobacco."
"Yeah, dude," he said. "It really is."
Then he passed out in his plate of
nachos.
Another way I like to relax is with
alcohol. Alcohol is a wonderful, legal and
socially acceptable way of dealing with the
stress of everyday life. Nothing solves a
problem like alcohol. When I arrive home from
my workday, at 7 fucking p.m., the first thing I
like to do is pour myself a nice tall glass of
Molson Ice. Molson Ice is a canadian beer that
tastes like ... well, water, I guess. Nobody knows
how to make cheap beer like those crazy
Canucks.
Speaking of Canadians, Bellingham is
both blessed and cursed with being only a few
minutes from our northerly neighbors. Hop on
the interstate and in only 15 minutes ... Oh
Canada! While the woefully unbalanced
exchange rate might wreak havoc on local business, Bellingham's under 21 community no
doubt is thankful for Canada's close proximity
and forward-thinking drinking "laws." If you're
too cowardly to get a fake !.D. don't worry,
those thoughtful Canadians have built an entire
community of strip joints and bars just across
the border. I love Canada.
If you are of legal drinking age,
Bellingham has more than enough intoxicating
venues for even the most hardened alcoholic.
Walk down North State street and you'll find a
dazzling array of ... what's the word you use
when you want to say something has alcohol in
it? Libidinous. No .. .lugubrious? No. Oh well.
There's lots of bars there. And they 're all

But you can do more in Bellingham than
just destroy your brain booze and illicit drugs.
You can expand your mind through learning.
Western Washington University, located
on High Street, overlooks scenic downtown.
Everyone who has ever moved to Bellingham
has done so for one of two reasons. The first
reason is that they are running from the law
and figure Bellingham is a good place to lie low
for a · few

years. The
second reason is to attend Western . For onl y
about 50 grand and five years of your life, you
can receive a valuable English degree that
opens untold doors of opportunity. Example:
Without my English degree I never would have
got that job scripting online porno film s.
Thanks

and say it. Probably somewhere near the corner
of Holly and Railroad. But since moving away,
I've fou nd that instead of being one of those
assholes who peaked in high school and has
since lost all their friends to other parts of the
country, I have become an asshole that peaked
in college and has lost all of his friends to other
parts of the country. Thanks life! But seriously,
it's really easy to make friends in Bellingham,
but it's a lot easier to lose them once you've
left. Watch out.
Another place to learn in Bellingham is
the Whatcom County Museum. It is home to
many fine historical exhibits. Just ask Adam,
the sexiest curator alive, about their informative displays. You might not be able
to get Adam's attention at first,
because he'll no doubt be quite busy
figh ting off the advances of a horde of
eager female museum patrons, but
rest assured, the wait to see him is
well worth it. Surely he'll direct you
to this month's "Footloose" showcase.
Footloose, as we all know, was Kevin
Bacon's Academy Award winning
documentary film on Lynden, Washington,
a small town on the outskirts of Whatcom
County. Lynden was once a repressed, backwards religious community that outlawed dancing, but after the town council saw Mr. Bacon's
great movie they learned that dancing wasn't
just the work of mighty Satan: it was a fun way
for teenagers to express their love of Kenny
Loggins!
What would Jesus do? He'd cut,
cu t, cut .. .Footloose! Kick off His Sunday shoes!
If you are enticed to visit Lynden, be sure
to make a stop at Bellis Fair mall on your way
home. Located on the prestigious Guide
Meridian, the mall is the anchor of what is fast

friends
make.
Lynden "WaS once a repressed. ~c:k:wards religious conun:u:nii;ythat I was
""'' outlawed c1 aa ..... c:: ...... g . ~t after tha to-w-n cormcil
complete
saw- J\I.IX B c:11 c:: «:. 11"11 • :s grb.t_ movie they learned - ·
fuck-up in
school , I al ays danci:ng 'WaSn't _rust the "'-"'rk of' mighty satan:i t -was
hoped that col ge a fun w-aye=tee,._. toe.:x:-press their l o v e of' Kenny Loggins!
would be the pi e
becd'ming the city's biggest supplier of lowwhere I finally me orne nice people , not like
age, no-benefits, part-time jobs. Walk in the
all those assholes th peaked in tenth grade
mall and yo u're sure to see the slack jawed and
when they got blown y some cheerleader
blank faces of many worker-units as they
behind the bleachers. And by go ,
ots
dutifully fulfill their req uired tasks. Please
of nice people! People in Bellingham have sindon't disturb the worker-units, as several years
cerity up to their ears. People don't bullshit in
of mindless labor have eliminated their ability
Bellingham. If thev 're a burned-out hiooie
outsi de of corporate
to

~ •
.

prescribed gibberish such as, "Hello. How are you today? Have you heard
about our 50 percent off sale? Please help me, I'm slowly dying." If you skip
this part of your Bellingham tour, don't worry, you'll end up there soon
enough ...
But Bellingham is more than just
you franchise stores, religious zealots
and directionless academia: it's an
easy place to live. Take it from one
who has moved away, you'll never
find an easier place to slide
through life than Bellingham. For
one thing, it is incredibly cheap to
live here. The average three bedroom home, which you can share
with at least 14 of your closest
friends, rents for pennies. That's
pocket change! Literally! Where I
live now, a room the size of a
closet with no toilet, sewer rats
climbing in the walls and a raving
derelict spewing profanities outside your front door costs $1,400
a month. I know this because the
raving derelict is me. Welcome to
hell, neighbor.
And it is hell , believe me. I
became truly spoiled by the years I
spent living up there. I didn't have
to think about a career. Yet. I didn't
have to stress about traffic and driving and parking. Yet. I didn't have
to schedule time just to hang out with
my friends. Yet. I could just live. Sure,
the whole time I was there I thought about
leaving. That's what most people are in
Bellingham to do: leave. Everybody says it,
and eventually, most do it. But I can honestly say
I underestimated how different life outside would
be. I never thought I'd be seeing elves, for Chrissakes.
So maybe you decide to stay. Maybe you're hardcore. Maybe you
become a lifer. Maybe.
It seems that anybody who has ever spent more than a week in
Bellingham has looked around and asked themselves the question: How
can I stay... here? How can I have a job and live ... here? For me , the prospect
of working at Barnes and Noble for forty years outweighed any of the benefits of sticking around. Or so I thought.
Now, with high rent, high stress and the same kind of crappy job I left
town to avoid, I have to ask myself: What the fuck is happening?
I haven't figured out the answer, and I'm not ready to stop looking
either. I'm still convinced that this will pay off. I've gone back to school so
that I can allow myself some time to write. I'm looking for a new job. It
might get better. Then again, it might not.
If there are two types of people living in Bellingham, those who
haven't left and those who came back, then I think it's still my place right
now to be amongst the former. At least that's how I'm feeling today. Ask me
in a year. Maybe it won't be a long distance call.

5 years Bellingham's biggest '&? busiest bar!

------------------------·
GOLD SCHLAGER
SHOTS $1. 00 w;couPoN
THURSDAYS ONLY
EXPIRES 9/30/99

------------------------·

-MiCRO-BREw-· ·
~$1. 00

THURSDAYS ONLY
EXPIRES 9/30/99

-----------------------JAGERMEISTER
SHOTS $1. 00 w;couPoN

~-----------------------

THURSDAYS ONLY
EXPIRES 9/30/99

-----------------------RUMPLEMINZE •
SHOTS $1. 00 W/COUPON
THURSDAYS ONLY
EXPIRES 9/30/99

TUESDAY NITE · SWING NIGHT
WEDNESDAY NITE · 70'S AND 80'S NIGHT
THURSDAY NIGHT · $2. 50 ELECTRIC ICED TEAS
PLUS

$1. 00 SHOTS ~ MICROWBREWS WITH COUPONS
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BELLINGHAM'S BEST BURRITOS

The original • Since 1993

How many more tequilas?
We are dedicated to bringing the
widest variety of Tequilas not only to the
Cantina, but to the Bellingham community.
The Fairhaven liquor store is now
adding a shelf dedicated to fine tequilas not
available anywhere else in NW Washington.
Other purveyors of fine alcohol, like the
Calumet and Dos Padres, are benefiting from
our research and tequila advancement!
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: -'. \ ~e~the fearless frontman, the highly charisrriahc ·T((U;U!UYfp Jzwt; 'l'f~
~--- \-,sings _tt_1e --songs of the forgotten miles between Abiline and the Twitty City.
WAY ,,~,. o~ : b,a~;J~uitar, ((18,({}/xcar~ Martian. J((VJ~L&Y lays down a low sound ·YOU .sure to~ ·- drive every steer to manhood, leaving no dogie unpunched .
. ''· 1{~' S~ 18eat& provides the Pulltab Playboys with a beat steady
~-.- and about ·as trw.~· as the relentless clip
' ..1.clop of .a -rpa.d1e~ted Chestnut mare .
..... V·
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'Mi&Y qffoJ4p cfu!otnui. ftddl~r
from parts unknown. saws thru the
sentiment with a precision not seen
since the Abbotsford Rodeo opening
ceremonies. She fiddle while the
love burns! S!iJn 1Fa&t; so cool.
collected. and capital C, Country,
bringing his honky-tonk vocals and
whip-scarred lead stylings, the strap
that keeps the saddle on Old Betsy.
And what can a country gentlemen
say about the pre-teen TNT;
L~ L({lfta; V~ only
12 years old and singin' like she~s twice that.
She's loved fast. loved young, and learned the
hard way that sometimes all you get are paper roses.
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1Pulltap 1P/a;ylwy&,

1'/ie;
continue to astound,
amaze. and antagonize country fans of all stripes.

Is it country western? Country rock?
Western swing? Swingin' country rock?
Western' Swing Country? _
Only theirs fans know, and they ain't talking' Except,
at the end of a long honky-tonkin' night, when they've
spent the last of their paycheck on Bud and pulltabs,
a Jone soul will speak his mind thusly:

''Pulltab Playboys?
Never hears
of them."
'·

•

CAs we sat outside waiting for our drinks, some verv drunk guy stopped to ask us directions
to "the bar." He told us his name was Trevor).
Trevor: Which way's the bar, I need to find the bar.
Denise: Which bar?
Trevor: The bar where there was music, I need to find the bar. (As we tried to figure out
which bar he was talking about, Trevor had this to say ... )
Trevor: I'm from Northern California ya know, My band's called Mother Hip (I might add
that he gently rubbed his hips as he said that, in what I think was supposed to be a sexy
manner), maybe you'll see us sometime.

AGAIN FOR OUR INFAMOUS CELEBRilY RESTAURANT
REVIEW. THIS IS WHERE WE GRAB A LOCAL CELEBRilY,
TAKE THEM OUT TO DINNER AND SEE WHAT HAPPENS.

(Trevor then left for the bar, but only went about 20 feet before returning to our table to
ask for directions again .)
Trevor: Which way's the bar? (Looking right at Denise) Hey, you know you're kind of...
(he never finished his sentence).

FOR THIS INSTALLMENT, LEATHERPANTS (SINGER FOR THE
CHEEPS), JOINED US A COUPLE DAYS BEFORE HIS BAND
EMBARKED

ON

A CROSS

COUNTRY TOUR

WITH

FEDERATION X. HERE'S HOW THE EVENING TURNED OUT.
After a hard night of drinking, we finally found our
selves feeling good enough to leave the house and
brave the outdoors. The only problem being that time
seemed to have gotten away from us, and by this time
most places to eat within walking distance of downtown were closed. Never fear, though, we soon
remembered that the Calumet
was open until really late. So
tucked up and with style, we
set out with our celebrity guest,
Leather Pants, singer of the
band The Cheeps by our side.
Upon arriving at the
Calumet we were welcomed with the sounds of
live jazz, and given the
choice of sitting outside or
in. Though it was a cool
summer night, we quickly
chose outside since we all
smoke, and the Calumet
is a non-smoking establishment. Though the
place was packed, our
quickly
waitress
brought us menus and
took our drink orders.
Though they are open
late, we found that
by the time we had
gotten there , they
no longer served
dinner, so we were
left with only appetizers to choose
from.
But that
was OK because
we are all really
poor and the
food is kind of
expensive for
the
college
aged slacker
crowd. The following
are excerpts from our conversation
that fateful night ...

(We gave him directions, and it looked like he was finally going to leave us alone, but he
stopped and turned his back towards us, bent over and starting doing something very
strange to his ass while yelling "hello.")
(Sometime during this whole ordeal our drinks came, and we ordered some chips and
salsa and a roasted garlic plate.)
L.P.: I'd be all for throwing bricks, but I'd like to throw bricks in other towns. Our food's
here.
Denise: Did you spill salsa everywhere?
Richard: Just all over myself.
(We all found the chips and salsa to be really yummy. They came with a thing
of roasted salsa which I really like, but L.P. thought was a little to salty, and a thing of Caribbean salsa
that was really fruity and I
thought would be really
gross, cause who eats chips
and fruit, but it was actually
really good. I might also add
that the chips were hand
made and were a few different
colors and were also really good
and had just the right amount of
salt).
Denise: You were working on
getting a tan, weren't you?
L.P.: Ya, it's pretty much all 'bout
looking good, dude!
Denise: So are you feeling prepared
to hit the road?
L.P:
Yeah (laughing), yeah we
practiced today and our first show is
tomorrow. Once we hit L.A ... we have
some good songs, we have great fucking songs. Do one of you have a
smoke? Hey, how's my hair?
(Our waitress comes back to get our
order for yet another round of drinks,
which I think by this time is our third).
L.P: Can I have a Bud, in a can?
Waitress: We don't have Bud.
L.P.: O.K., I'll have whatever I was having

(As we had just finished our garlic plate,
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which consisted of a roasted garlic, some fancy, yummy, moldy cheese and grilled bread, which was really
good, and made us all fell classy, we ordered some more chips and salsa).
L.P.: The tour is going to be fucking beautiful. Does anybody have a light?
Richard: Here you go.
L.P.: My best thinking is done when I'm in the bathroom, looking at myself in the mirror. Some people put
posing down, like it's a crime, but I think it's fucking beautiful.
Denise: They have free tampons in the bathroom.
L.P.: Here come two girls in short skirts.
Denise: Aren't those the same girls that just walked by? Is is past your bedtime Leather
Pants?
L.P.: Fuck that, I could go all night.
(Leather Pants then jumps up on his chair and starts dancing and singing ... )
L.P.: I'm your private dancer, your dancer for money, any older dancer will do.
Waitress: You're very talented.
L. p. :

Fuck
this depressing jazz, I wanna go
dancing. Last ·night I tried to go to the 3Bs and the girl at
the door wouldn't let me in. She was like "you're too drunk, just come
back tomorrow." I wasn't even that drunk, so I was like "do you even know who I
am?" but she had no idea who I was.
(We finished our 2nd order of chips and salsa and payed the bill for our rather expensive but definitely worth it yummy drinks and fancy food. Feeling very cooL having just
been wined and dined at the Calumet, we slipped off into the night to fuck shit up.
Photos by Jacob Covey
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Grassroots
Gatherings Spark
Creative
Inspiration!
Aho! Let the Inspiration begin! Here
we are at the crossroads into the next
Millennium with so much beauty to manifest.
The theme of this column is Folk and World
Beat, but it is so much more. I can only
speak to what I see around me. And what I
see is so much beauty wrapped in a swirling
dance of uncertainty and confusion. We are
a blossoming community and we have the
potential to live in a very healthy and mindful way. Part of our growth comes from gathering and sharing our gifts of music, food,
healing and art. So today, I will speak to the
grassroots gatherings that should be happening everyday. What is a grassroots gathering? It is a vision manifested by the labor
and dedication of many-- for the good of the
whole community. It is the ability to share
our gifts in a healthy way without exploiting
the earth, animals, plants, or other beings. It
is the truth of our hearts shared with sincerity. It is not about money, or fear, or greed or
anger. It is about healing ourselves and those
who are searching to belong. I've been
working on gatherings of this sort for many
years and each one shares its own lessons and
limitations . Lets say you wake up one morning with the inspiration to share your knowledge of how to build a compost pile in the
middle of downtown. Say your dream is to
educate people as to the importance of using
that inner city compost to nourish small gardens all throughout the city. How do you
manifest that vision in a sacred and successful manner. Here are a fe w tips that I have
been learning over the years.
First, put your vision on paper. Write
down every detail, every inspiration, every
fear, every crazy idea you can think of doing.
Ask yourself questions that others might ask.
Look for the loopholes and the obvious. Just
write it all down so you can see how it looks
on paper. Every event has a universal template-Who, What, When, Where, How
much. These are crucial questions that will
help guide you to creating a great gathering.

You or your organization are the Who-the
organizing force and inspiration of the gathering. The name of the gathering and it's
theme are the What-the reason or cause to
be celebrated or shared. The date is the
When, and the location is the Where-both
important details to consider carefully. What
you plan to charge or bring in as contributions or donations is the How much-careful
not to exclude folks by asking to much. Most
gatherings run into trouble because they are
under funded. It costs money to rent a space,
sound-system, lights, and technicians to run
the gear. But don't be discouraged. Just figure out your budget and search for sponsors
who believe in your cause to help offset your
overhead costs. If you believe strong enough
in what you have to share then the resources
will make themselves available. Remember,
grassroots gatherings are about sharing and
educating-not about personal gain or profit.
It's great to raise money for you cause, but
it's rarely a feasible a way to make a living.
Ultimately it's best to just plant the
seed. Working off our previous example of a
inner city compost and garden education center, you may want to host a gathering along
side that big hole across from the Little
Cheerful Cafe. That would make for a
delightful community inner city garden and
compost education project! You start by
picking a date and time that will be high profile for maximum visibility.
Perhaps
Saturday during the Farmers Market when so
many people are walking around downtown.
Then you make a flyer on your computer or
by hand that gives the details of what your
doing. Put them up all over town. Since your
just planting the seed of your vision, it's best
to keep it simple. Your goal is to gather energy, support and feedback. So you make a big
banner and stick it on the fence that surrounds that ugly hole in the ground. You
bring down a table and set out the flyers that
describe your vision. You invite a few musicians to set up and play acoustic songs that
pertain to your theme. And finally, at some
point when a large enough crowd has gathered, you or someone with a strong speaking
voice, belts out the truths and details of your
beautiful vision. From there it either blossoms or withers, but you put it out there the
best way you could. And, of course, this is
just the template of what you can do and the
many hundred little details that will crop up
along the way. Remember, don' t be afraid.
Look at it as a chance to try something new
in your life. See it as a contribution to the
community. Honor your inspirations and
watch them grow!
Okay, back to Folk and World Beat
news. Be patient with me, I just have so

much to talk about! At this point I want to
give thanks for all the people in my life who
have made the events I've been working on
such magical experiences. It is all about
team effort and group energy. My inner circle of VISIOnaries include Mellissa
McConnell, Lexi Brune, Phish Lopez, Jason
Darling, The River Farmers, The Community
Food Co-op, Synergy, Cafe Organica, The
North Forest Hall , my dog Jack, Tia, Bob
Paltrow, Serene, Earth Ball Eric and a huge
handful of others who know exactly who the
are. Our collective energies have manifested
many gatherings including: Earth Day in the
Outback, The Front Room Theatre shows,
International Co-op Day at Boulevard Park,
The Northwest Herbal Fair, and The Freedom
Gathering and others. The energy and belief
in these gatherings is what fuels are community spirit. I humbly thank all who have participated in these events.
Her are some of my best picks for the
month. Check out Cafe Organica for great
healthy food and live music on occasional
evenings. Synergy has been playing on
Wednesdays and the Belly dancing troupe
has been shaking it up on Thursdays from 79. It's free, but plan to get a juice and a cookie, cuz you' II be glad you did. One of the last
premier gatherings of the Millennium will be
held out at the River Farm the last weekend
of September. Check posters for all the
details-this gathering will prove to be an
epic event! Also, if your looking for someone with great gear to run live sound for your
next gathering, give Nancy and Travis Jordan
from Sound Wise a call at 671 -9905 . The
name speaks for itself. These are some of the
friendliest sound fo lks I have ever met.
Next month I' ll fill you in on our New
Millennium concert series and how you can
get involved. Plus we will talk about Seven
Loaves Bakery and Restaurant just opening
up in Glacier. Perhaps a few reviews of the
Summer gatherings and more. This column
will expand to be a sounding board for the
things that inspire my reality. Folk and
World beat being one of those things. If you
have a question that I could address in this
column then E-mai l me at FluteHawk @
AOL .com Thanks to Brent ant the whole
What's Up crew for believing in their vision
of a great Bellingham monthly that does
more than offer free classifieds! Blessed be
to all of you and we' ll see you at the gatherings!
-Burke Mulvany
(the guy with the wobbly hemp hat)
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Showtimes 4, 7 &- 9 pm

The Loss of SeHual InnocenceThe latest by Leaving Las Vegas director, Mike Figgis, rated R

Sept. 3 - 9:

Showtimes 4, 7 &- 9:15 pm

Twin Fa II s' I d a h 0

- This film explores the necessarily
independent lives of conjoined twins - full of originality! Rated R

Sept. 10 - 23:

Showtimes 4, 7 &- 9 pm

Buena Uista Social Club . an exhilarating documentary
revolving around a Cuban jazz ensemble in modern day Cuba.

Sept. 24 - 30:

Showtimes 4, 7 &- 9 pm

The African Queen -Yep, it's the classic film- full of
adventure and romance - with Bogie at the helm and Hepurn melting!
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Hair
Today...
... Gone
Tomorrow
Do you like hippies? Yeah,
me neither. But don't let that stop
you from seeing WWU's Summer
Stock production of Hair (let the
fact that it will be long over by the
time this article is printed stop
you). Does the idea of a bunch of
college students in 1999 running
around acting like hippies and
saying "groovy" sound like a
hellish nightmare? Well, I guess
it would have been hellish if they
weren't having so darn much fun
doing it.
I remember thinking "Ugh, I
really don't want to see naked
people whose tits have never been
exposed to the sunlight, nor do I
want to observe rendering of
drug-induced stupors by those
who have never been formally
induced." But I was pleasantly
surprised, either because the
company was nearly as chaste as I
had thought, or they did a good
job acting like heathens. Any
unpleasantness was really the
fault of the script. There was no
plot. Sometimes in between the
songs (there were like 80+ songs)
a character would talk a little, but
there was no dramatic action.
Nothing happened. Just cool
lighting effects and music.
Sounds like a concert doesn't it?
If I'd wanted a concert I'd have
gone to the 3B. I wanted to see the
super-talented and enthusiastic
actors get a chance to develop
their characters. It made me feel
disappointed, like when I meet
someone really cool, but they
move away before I get to know
them. For example WWU theatre
student Sarah Petty played an
adorably pregnant single woman
who lives on the hippie commune

(or wherever the damn play takes
place) and after singing one song
and establishing that she has a
crush on the main character
Claude (played strongly and ably
by Kate Cliver) her plight is
totally forgotten.
And the
marvelous Christopher Bange
was nothing short of a stunning
jester as Berger. I was totally
delighted and stunned (and I'm
sure everyone else in the front
row was as well) as he jumped off
the stage and removed his pants
seductively in front of my face,
and danced around in . a leather
loin cloth while providing a near
exposition to a near plotless play.
I shall not beat around the
bush: I hated the play, but I loved
the production of it. The secret to
this production's success is the
word "play."
The company
appeared to be having such a
blast doing the show and that
made it great fun to watch.
I What's more exciting than watching a bunch of talented people
play? I mean, there's a reason
why they're called plays, and not
arduous-gruelling -long-drawnout-tasks-with- no-purpose-butto-make-money. It's just a shame
I that the script they were so skillI fully playing was so unskillfully
written. I guess you could excuse
it by saying "Well, it was written
in the sixties and everyone was so
fucked-up on drugs, it only
makes sense that it doesn't make
sense." My reply ... "It still makes
no sense to produce it in 1999."
If there's anything I hate more
than hippies it's listening to
people born after 1970 talking
about how cool the sixties were.
I appreciate WWU professor Jim
Lort's nostalgia for the play: I
was told that he chose to direct
the stinkin' play because of the
impact it had on him when he saw
it as a kid, but I don't find this
play relevant to me now. I guess
that's selfish, but I think we need
more interesting plays produced
in Bellingham, not just ones
written by hippies and dead guys.

I

I

-Danielle
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Polyester
(John Waters, 1981)

Freaks
(Todd Browning, 1932)
'
Behold Tod Browning's Freaks!
Barely over an hour of circus-busting
action! It gave us the classic line (best
if chanted) "One of Us, One of Us!"
and MGM tried to pretend it was a
socially conscious film by reissuing it
under the name Nature's Mistakes.
Due to the discomfort of audiences
through the generations, it was out of
circulation for many years. Only in
the 80's was it finally released into
our pretty, unsuspecting world.
The story isn't much. The acting
(especially by the lead midget, Hans)
is mostly atrocious. Putting those
categories aside, Freaks has some
good scenes (the engagement dinner
of Hans and Cleopatra is one) and one
great, unforgettable one when the
freaks unite to avenge the crime
against them.
To illustrate the film's effect, a
story: I rented it because I had a pal
over who loved old monster movies
and he'd always wondered about
Freaks. I popped it in, and he
watched away, blase and unaffected.
He munched his popcorn happily. I
thought I'd found a hard core Freakscultist, but then he blew his cover
when he turned to me and said, "Man,
the special effects guys did a great job
on this movie." I then had the smug
joy of telling him that the circus
freaks in this movie were the real
thing, no Jack Pierce plaster or duct
tape allowed.
"Aw shit," he
muttered, looking back to the screen
to watch the Human Torso wriggle
through the mud. "Why' d you have to
tell me that?" He lost interest in the
popcorn and began squirming in his
seat. He didn't know if he could
finish watching the movie, but as we
only had five minutes left to go, he

stuck it out. When I asked him for a
short critical opinion, he popped out:
"Never again."
What sort of people watch Freaks
and like it? Creeps? Sensitive New
Agers? For a clue, we need to dig and
ask: What sort of guy would direct a
film like Freaks? A true oddball, and
Freaks has a
there's the appeal.
strangeness produced by life
experience, as Tod Browning (who
also directed Dracula) had run away
to join the circus as a boy, so he' d
befriended
some
sideshow
attractions, and had a self-professed
affinity for them. Whether or not this
translated into exploitation is a
judgement call on the part of the
viewer. Two "beautiful people" are
the villains in this movie (though
Browning also cast an identical
couple as "good" types). In comparison to the greed and murderousness
of the baddies, the freaks have their
own code, and they come off as a
loyal family. Granted, it's not a
Disney kind of thing, but what sort of
twisted movie do you want, anyway?
Browning wasn' t a storyteller's
director, like James Whale, who
directed the best Frankenstein films;
he was more of a carnival barker with
a taste for the weird, and Freaks (his
dream project filmed at the height of
his post-Dracula popularity) was
both his most personal movie and his
professional undoing.
It's not a very good film, by
Browning's standards or most others,
but it's not bad enough to be
unwatchable (this and John Waters'
Pink Flamingos would make an
interesting double bill of twisted
excess) and it is unique. Its story is
set in a sideshow world that
disappeared long ago, featuring actors
making their way in a world that
acknowledges
them
only
as
curiosities.
Lust and greed, meet freak solidarity. If you're attracted to the dark
side of cinema, check it out.
-Steve Meyers

performance, framed by all these
sleazy, selfish, self-important
characters,
is
convincingly
effective. We want the genuinely
sweet, decent big freak to find
happiness.
Francine's
best
friend
Cuddles (the always disgusting
Edith Massey, the egg-sucking
Mama Edie in Water's trashterpiece Pink Flamingos) offers her
support but since she's a
grossburger with delusions of high
society and the insight and
perspective of a goose, it's a
slippery helpline at best, and
Francine seems doomed to lonely
nights sprawled like a starfish on
the floor, half blind on Pabst and
gin, Patsy Cline and bitter
recriminations floating in the foul
air, and the cat is thinking, "what a
piece o' crap! Think I'll piss in her
gargle cup ... " Yeah, we've all been
there.
Enter Tab Hunter!! Bronzed,
sports-car
drvin ',
all-around
groovy stud! Will he be Francine's
dreamlover? Can he kiss away her
d.t. 's as he claims? The last half of
the film answers these questions,
with some twists and surprises
along the way. Two great images,
without ruining anything: Tab
Hunter, crazy-eyed and grinning
like an idiot, hopped up on coke;
and a revelation about Francine's
mama 's sex life.
The last part of the movie
isn't as funny as the first, which is
where the character's dysfunctions
and psychoses are fully established
and exploited. Whatever statement
Polyester makes on middle-class
America--something about vile
hypocrisy, petty desires and everybody's a rat bastard--isn't as
important as the way Waters' crew
of beautiful losers enact it.
Polyester is stupid fun, gross and a
good intro to Waters' oeuvre. With
1 songs by Debbie Harry and Bill
Murray (!) and filmed in
"Odorama" which requires a
scratch n' sniff card with numbered
smells. Those cards are long since
gone, so most of us will never get
the dubious joy of catching a whiff
of Divine's pits.

Polyester wallows in the pain
and futility of white, middle class
hellish suburbia. Divine plays the
surprisingly sympathetic wife and
mother, Francine Fishpaw, who is
the center of a typically screwedup WASP family. Mr. Fishpaw,
the funniest character, is a
belligerent, sloppy, and cruel bastard, except to his "angelic"
daughter, who wiggles and sluts
(prices start at 25 cents! Woo-hoo!)
her way through life. Her brother,
a glue-sniffing shoe fetishist,
spends his time prowling parking
lots, alert for the opportunity to
brutally stomp the feet of some
hapless un suspecting housefrau.
At one point, he's outside the local
Piggly Wiggly, getting worked up
into a mewling, agitated mess over
all the female feet nonchalantly
passing him by. He follows a
woman for a few steps, then
ditches her for the next to pass.
Every few seconds, a new pair to
follow! It's getting to be too much!
Lust and guilt play across his face
like two Peruvian midgets in a sack
rolling downhill! Finally, worked
into a lather, he springs upon a
woman exiting the store, smashing
his heel down on her toes! She
shrieks, and keeps caterwauling as
Fishpaw Jr. capers and gambols
about like a first class fiend.
Junior's joy and satisfaction are as
palpable as a dog's whose master
has just come home, and we share
his boundless ecstasy as the
woman screams her fool head off.
A truly human , touching bit of
cinematic gold.
The
deprivations
of
Francine's family, especially her
husband's infidelity and cruel but
hilarious mindfuck torture--he
calls her up while he and his tramp
(Mink Stole) simulate sex,
Francine breaks down, Mr.
Fishpaw laughs his great "I'm-the- -Roman The Destroyer
King-Of-Royai-Fork! "
laugh, '
Funny !--drive (Polyester is playing at the
Bwahahaha!
Francine into despair and the Pickford Cinema on September
Divine's submissive 16th, 17th, and 18th at Midnight.)
bottle .
1·
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Your Fourth Corner
Connection

All summer I heard tales of
Taco Lobo's mythical salsa bar and
cheap eats.
Fresh hand cut salsa
waits to be scooped onto crispy
tortilla chips while avocado pits roll
in the guacamole bowl. Yes, that's
right, guacamole is a complimentary
condiment at Bellingham's newest
Admittedly, the
taco JOint.
guacamole is the sole reason I
gathered my friends for this first
review of meals under ten bucks.
But we were surprised at some of the
other fine features one can find at
117 Magnolia between II am and 10
pm Monday to Saturday.
We were most impressed by the
outdoor seating. Luxurious leather
thrones nestle around large wooden
tables and smaller tables with
It is funny to
mosaic tile decor.
watch people try to figure out how to
walk around the railing to enter the
restaurant. Obviously people in
B'ham aren't accustomed to outdoor
dining, although with at least four
places offering outdoor seating now
they should figure it out pretty soon.
I think I would be distracted by the
Mexican music video channel
playing inside and annoyed by the
thin red neon light th~t encircles the
brightly painted i11terfor. But outside,
outside is paradise. However, I may
not be able to lounge for over an
hour if it gets too crowded or when I
need to wear three wool sweaters
and a raincoat to dine in our fine
Northwestern town. After ordering
at the counter we barely had time to
discuss the generous size of the
amber colored water glasses before
the food started arriving at our table.
Quick service was a plus since we
were all totally hungry. The staff
seemed genuinely pleased to be
serving us with a smile. If you are
a Bellinghamster who likes ham in
your belly then you can easily fill up
on Taco Lobo's authentic Mexican
food. Vegetarians may have to read
the menu twice to find the meat free
options: a quesadilla, veggie burrito,
1
I or beans and rice. My non flesh
eating companions said the veggie
burrito was a good medium for the
1
saJsa bar. In other words, it was
nothing spectacular on its own, but
was filling and tasted great loaded
with the avocado moosh and salsa.

.
I

I

I am not a regular meat eater,
but Taco Lobo is a place where they
do meat best. I ordered a fish taco
and a tamale. A tamaJe is a little
package wrapped in a corn husk.
The present inside is a mound of
cornmeal stuffed with spicy
shredded pork. It is warm on the
tonge and one of my friends was
filled up after just one.
The fish taco, a lighter option
than the heavy pork, beef, and
chicken but 50 cents more. The
halibut had a peppery citrus zest and
came with greens in one of the
handmade corn. tortillas. I pretended
the sounds of passing cars on
Magnolia were waves and I was at
the ocean, eating refreshing fish and
sipping a margarita.
Ah, the margaritas. We missed
Happy Hour (4-7pm) when
margaritas are $3.50 no matter what
brand or amount of tequila you order.
However, we were pleased with the
$3.75 regular drink accessorized
with salt and lime. Plans were made
to sit outside again and sip the
blended drinks. from voluptuous
glasses. Taco Lobo also offers a
variety of domestic, import, and
micro beers in bottles served with a
glass and a slice of lime.
I nibbled off my friends' taco
combination plate. These and other
entrees come with beans and rice for
$5.75 or can be bought individuaJly
$1.75 for tacos, $2.25 for sopes.
There are seven ways they cook the
taco meat but I did not know which I
was trying.
Some were more
sausagey or spicy and aJI were tasty.
Similar to the tamaJe, the sope has a
thick cornmeal crust but is topped
with chicken, greens, salsa, and sour
cream.
We all managed to fill up for
under $10. I spent the most, pushing
my limit to exactly ten dollars by
leaving over a buck in the tip jar.
The least expensive meal was $3.77.
The outdoor seating is festive and
makes you feel like things are
happening in downtown. The salsa
bar is worthy of the legends. And for
what it is, a quick taco joint, we were
impressed.
-Libby Chenault

Ha, ha, guess what? I'm back
yet again for the fourth time. I
know that during this past month
without a new issue of this here
mag, you've had big time withdraw
because you haven't been able to
read this here amazing wrasslin'
column. Well, fret no more, I'm
back to hit you up with ·your
wrestling fix. A lot has happened
in the last month, so I'll get right
into it.
I guess the biggest news is
that Hulk Hogan is back. That's
right the Hulk that you remember
as a kid wearing the yellow and
red. He is no longer a heel, for
some reason Hogan decided to
become a babyface again. I knew
this was coming. You could tell
cause his fake black beard was
starting to get lighter in color, and
he cut it off one night, and came
out as Hulk Hogan back to his
yellow and red wearing, shirt tearing self. The crowd response for
him has been way over the top. I
was even on my feet when he first
came out as Hulk once again.
Rumors have it that Hulk is finally
getting close to retirement. He is in
need of a knee replacement, so he
may not be around much longer.
Don't be surprised to see him turn
heel one more time before he does
actually retire.
I finally th ink the music
experiment in WCW is over.
Master P was a bigtime flop,
Metallica was a flop, some big
name Garth Brooks looking
country artist that they had was a
flop , and Kiss didn't cut the mustard either. Thank God they are
finally done with this crap. They
should have learned their lesson
with Master P and just stopped
there. Kiss was pretty pathetic.

I

Looked to me like they" were lip 1
syncing. They were there to debut !
a new "Kiss inspired" wrestler !
named the Demon. They even
brought him out in a Spinal Tap
looking cocoon. The Demon is
actually Bryan Adams, who I .
spoke of in my last column.
Dennis Rodman has come and
gone, thank God. He got himself in ,
feud with the Macho Man. They
I
yelled at each other for a few
weeks, and then they wrestled at
Road Wild in early August. .
Rodman was quoted in TV guide
saying that he didn't give a crap
about wrestling, he was just there ,
to get his paycheck. But despite
that his match with the Macho '
Man
was
actually
very
entertaining. But thank God he is
gone, hopefully never to return to
the squared circle.
Chris Benoit finally got the
recognition that he deserves. He is 1
now the US Heavyweight champion. He won the title from Ric
Flair's son David. David Flair !
1
having the title was a complete
joke, but for some reason he had a
hold of the title for awhile. But
once his dad was gone, they took it 1
away and gave it to Benoit. This is i
probably the best thing that WCW 1
has done in awhile. There is no
better wrestler in the WCW right
now than Chris Benoit. Hopefully 1
he will hang on to the title for at 1
least until this column goes to
print.
Lost of other little things I
going on in the WCW. Hulk Hogan I
has theHeavyweight title still, look
for him to give that up to Sting real
soon. Rick Steiner still has the TV
title, please give the belt to
someone else. Rey lost the
Cruiserweight belt to Lenny Lane,

I
I
I
I

don't think that will last much
longer. They are finally using
Vampiro a lot. He has teamed up
with the Insane Clown Possse,
who are actually pretty good
wrestlers.
A bunch of wrestlers have
asked for releases from the ir
WCW contracts.
Raven was
granted his release and is now
back in the ECW. " Don't know if
the others have gotten their releases at this point yet, but they might.
Look for the ECW on The
Nashville Network on Friday
nights.
I've actually been watching a
pretty good bit of the WWF
recently. The Rock is one amazing
wrestler on the microphone.
Nobody can touch his mic skills.
He is the best there is right now.
The WWF has gotten away from
their stupid crucifixion crap, and
some of the story lines are actually
real good. Chris Jericho has made
is debut in the WWF, and as of the
first night he was on, he was
instantly over with the crowd.
Every segment he has done since
has been great. Mankind won the

i

WWF title from Stone Cold, and
the next night HHH won it from
Mankind. That's about all that has
been going on in the WWF that is
worth noting.
Well, it looks like Bret Hart is
on his way back soon. He is now
saying that it isn't a matter of "if"
he will come back, but "when" he
will come back. Look for him to be
back in a few weeks, and get
involved in feud with Hulk Hogan.
I've been waiting for Bret to come
back fm: awhile now. He's one of
my favorites.
Well, I guess t,hat is about it
this month. I figured for this
months column I would just update
everyone on what has been going
on since the July issue of What's
Up. I'm sure I'll have some interesting topic to go off on next
month. If you have any suggestions let Sweet Pea know
Till next time---Whoooooooo
-Sweet Pea

I
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A variety of
Enchanting Dancers
Available for all
Occasions

Where You Fantasies
Become Reality
5HANTELLE LACE

I The Local VIP Entertainment Service
I

CALL ANYTIME ·

752-9636

column is devoted to reporting
to you all about American
anomalies that I feel need to
be addressed and explored
more deeply. This month I am
dedicating this column to my
life-long buddy, alcohol ,
which I'm having to give up.
It seems that the beautifully
intoxicating life-blood I've
relied on for so long to cope
with the inanity of modern day
life could very well react
nastily with the "crazy pills"
that the doctors are now
It feels good to be back. The '
month off has left me hungry to write ramming down my esophagus in
for you all. I hope that you all have hopes of making me more " normal."
had fine summers, or at the very i So I thought to myself '"what could
be more American than booze?"
least, a better summer than mine.
Besides
apple pie and baseball, I
Since I last addressed you, the public,
I've been diagnosed as manic couldn' t think of anything better, so
depressive (not exactly a surprise) here we go.
Let's start with a little problem
and I've torn cartilage in my knee
which will require surgery. But on I've heard voiced by many of
the lighter side, I'm basically a damn Bellingham's under 21 year old punk
rock
scenesters;
happy loon, and I've been rolling and
with the mean game known as reality "All the damned good shows around
and I think I'm still competent here are at freakin ' bars!" Well , this
enough to deliver to you my inane is just one of those problems that's
not new, yet as far as I can see it's not
drivel.
To all of you who haven't been going to remedy itself. That's why
rabid fans (shame on you) this I've taken he task on myself to find

I
I

the kids an answer, and I think I've
hit on one that will solve everything.
I propose that if you're a minor (at
least 13 years old) you should be
allowed to get into any show at any
of the bars. But, to distinguish
between minors and everyone 21 and
older, the minors upon paying admission will be required to have a
full-headed latex Yoda mask zipped
tightly on, then padlocked onto their
head to ensure that the YC?ung rascals
wouldn ' t wrestle out of the mask and
sneak beers. Then with the simple
enough rule (which would be posted
all over the bar), "Yoda Gets No
Drinks" the problem of underage
drinking would be eliminated and
both minors and those of us over 21
could all enjoy the show together.
Just imagine a Federation X show at
the 3B with a mosh pit scattered
delightfully with rockin' little Yodas.
How beautiful a sight like that would
be.
Next I want to talk to you about
why minors can't drink in the U.S.
Everyone knows it's damn silly that
at the age of eighteen you can smoke
tobacco, gamble away your college
fund , and even stupidly sign away the
best years of your life to fight for this
corrupt nation of ours, but dammit all
if the Man won't let you chug a few
beers. In Europe it's culturally
accepted to drink when you're
young. A friend of mine in jolly ol'
England informed me that in pubs
over there, they'll serve you as long
as you're as tall as the bar. So except
for Gary Coleman, Webster, and that
Tattoo guy from Fantasy Island,
pretty much anyone over 12 could go
toss back a few. I think it should be
that way here in America too, and I
have an idea to start changing the
greater public's view on this topic. I
assume most of you have all seen
those single serving tiny bottles of
wine that are being marketed now,
and it occured to me that they are in
almost perfect proportion to a
Cabbage Patch doll. Well, my idea is
to market Cabbage Patch "Wino"
doll that comes with one of those tiny
bottles of wine, dressed in raggedy
clothes and has authentically purple
wine-stained lips. And in addition to
those fine features, the rocky and
rough side of drinking will be
showcased by a push-button projectile vomit feature and also eyes that
become reddened, slightly crossed,
and heavily lidded when the doll has
had too much to drink. That way
children could learn the evils of alco-

hoi while having fun with a cool toy.
And as if the two previous ideas
weren't enough already, there's more.
Now in a groundbreaking,
possibly revolutionary announcement to you the readers and the
America at large, I'm unveiling my
idea to end forever that nasty growth
on the lives of lushes everywhere
(and I'm not talking about liver
scarring): drunken driving. The plan
is as such: in every town across tlie
country there will be constructed a
series of underground "roadways"
connecting all businesses serving
alcohol , to all of the neighborhoods
of such
a town .and
the
neighborhoods themselves would be
be inter-connected to also eliminate
drunk drivers leaving from house
parties. I can hear you asking now,
"K. Scott, you dumbfuck, just
because a road is underground, how
could it prevent drunk driving
accidents?
The answer, you impatient bastards, is bumper cars! Yes indeed, at
all entrances to the underground
highway of inebriation would be
government owned garages where
for a nominal fee you could rent a
bumper car for your night of ripmarin' liver lashin' fun. And with the
garages conveniently located at all
entrance/exit points, you would be
able to drop off the car wherever you
ended up after last call. Just imagine
weaving around in a tiny little car, a
groovy buzz in your head, a boozy
smile on your lips as you bounce off
off the other drunks and the walls of
the highway on the way to your
destination. Think of it now; tax dollars generated in the rentals of the
cars, jobs created with the need for
garage station attendants and those
guys at the bumper car rides that just
hang out on the side and get people
unstuck when they need it, and no
air-pollution because bumper cars are
electric.
Saving lives, generating tax
dollars, creating jobs, and saving
environment--that's what K. Scott
and "My America, My Neuroses" is
all about. I hope you all tune in again
next month; same bat-magazine,
same bat-column. (Oh, and President
Clinton, if you're reading this, tell AI
Gore I challenge him to a slap boxing
match for who gets to runn in the
next election ...PS - I'd drop that bitch
faster than a stoner would a greased
bong!)

-K. Scott

quick, chief If you don't want to
share your soul with a woman,
do you think she's going to
want to share her body
with you? Take some
time, and things will
come
naturally.
My long time
friend, Elizabeth
Schuler, is an
experienced
breeder. She gave
me this piece of
advice:

(and not a very good one, at that),
ya pencil necks. Howzabout the
three actors, looking a bit older, on
the covers of Newsweek et al?
Kinda indicates that they're still
alive! And the damn thing wasn't
even scary! I had more suspense
during the last moments of my
bowel movement this morning!
Don't you wish dinosaurs still
roamed the earth, weeding out.the
stupid people?

movie, you cretin. They interview
people who have actually SEEN
the Blair Witch. What about
that?! As far as the Newsweek
thing, I'm pretty sure that that's
digitally altered from film footage.
And what do you know about
movie credits? Do you really
know what a key grip does?
Maybe that's just the person that
was holding onto their house keys
while they were out filming and
DYING.

Disgruntled Goat

HeyAl!
Maybe you can answer me
this one, pretty boy! I don't
understand' it. I think I'm a pretty
cool guy! I know the secret identities of all the Super-Friends, I've
got 23 Alice Cooper albums and
all of Twisted Sister's stuff, I ain't
never been convicted, and I got a
sweet job scrubbing toilets (sometimes I get tips, plus I can keep
anything good I find!). You can
probably tell, I'm quite a dish of
virile man-stew, but the babes just
ain't swarming like you'd expect.
In fact, I ain't had honey since '9 1.
What the hell's going on? I'd like
a chick like that one what does that
late night chat line commercial,
the blonde? Y'know, the "Push
your
buttons"
chickie-poo?
Lemme tell ya, dude, I could sure
push her buttons right, if you
know what I mean! And I think
you do. Anywhoo, why do you
think the broads ain't lining up ?
Think they're just too intimidated
by my charms? I could see that.
C'Mon ladies!
my shots!

I've had all

"If possible, the male
should be put in an
adjacent kennel run, to
give the animals a chance to
become acquainted before being
put into the same pen . .. A young
female thrust into a pen with a
strange male. . . may be so
frightened she will be most uncooperative. She may be physically
ready but until she is mentally
willing no amount of urging will
make her accept the male. She
may not be just disagreeable; she
may lose her temper and bite the
male viciously to prove her point. "
Nobody wants that, do they?
Give her some time, get familiar,
and then set the stage for a night
of romance. Here's how:
"The breeding pen should be
large enough to allow room for
easy frisking about and courtship.
It should be free of any furniture
that might cause injury and it must
be escapeproof There should be
two gentle, experienced handlers,
for they can do much to assist the
On no
breeding to go well.
account should the mating be
forced; the handlers assist only.
Forced matings would make such
an indelible impression on both
animals that all future breeding
would be jeopardized. "

Tidy-Bowl Lover-Man.

Thanks, Lizzy, and good luck,
slugger! Before you know it, you'll
be a real swinger!

Mr. Man,

Alan,

It sounds like you're coming
on a little fast and strong, big guy.
Insult me, rattle off your album
collection (like anybody cares
about your old Alice Cooper
sides), and then proclaim yourself
a "dish of virile man-stew." Too

What's with all these morons
out there who think "Blair Witch
Project" is real? These idiots are
the future of America?! Turn
around and look at the credits,
nimrods! See "key grip," "location scout." It all equals movie

Look, I'm sorry about your
bowel problems, but be a little senDear Goat,
sitive, okay? People lost their
lives making this film. If you don't
From what I remember of like it, if you can't believe in
Jurassic Park, dinosaurs eat goats ANYTHING, fine. Just don't ruin
AND stupid people. I think there it for everybody else.
may be a chance that some of the
dinosaurs survived the end of that
film. So you might watch what you
wish for.
As evidenced by your letter,
there are still some people that
think that Blair Witch Project is a
hoax. Well, it's not! If you don't
believe me, check out the website.
And watch the beginning of the

You GoT A QuesTION
FOR ALAN?
EMAIL IT TO

whatsup@nas.com
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Federation X
The Cheeps
and
The Narrows
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Judy likes to listen to
records.on her record player.

The clown did magic tricks
at the party.

ROARING SPRING ,

PA

I 6673

(DTJ) - D)· (FAC) - GLAM - MoRE
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/ D)
(DTJ) - LADIES Noo W/ DJ• (FAC) - DJ
(ROY) - LADIES NK11T w/ DJ

(DTJ) - DJ • (FAC) - HIP HoP
(ROY) - HIP HOP

(DTJ) - DJ· (FAC) - GLAM - MORE
(ROY) - lADIES NIGHT W/ DJ

Chryslers (DTJ) - LADIES Noo W/ DJ • (FAC) - DJ
(ROY) - LADIES NIGIT W/ DJ

OPEN
MIC

(DTJ) - LADI£5 Noo w/ DJ• (FAC) - Dj
(ROY) - LADIES Noo w/ DJ

jay Fury and the
Habanera Skahers

My Friends &.

SPACE AND TIME

SARI BREZNALL

NEW WAVE
DANCE PARTY

TBA
BOTANICA
fiREWATER

I

GoRDON <iRDINA

THE ROYAL - KARAOKE
- POETRY NIGHT

~.. STUART'S

I

(ROY) - HIP HoP

(DIJ) - DJ· (FAC) - GLAM - MoRE
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/ DJ

STUART's- LM IMZ "r"""!".

25TH

SEPT

TBA

ANNA'S- LIVE MUSIC
fACTORY- CoLLEGE NIGHT
THE 38 -fUNK OJ
THE ROYAL- HIP- Hor
RUMORS - 0RAGRACE

D

JOHNNY'• -

JJTH

HLJ/VIDI!\K.LR

WESTIVALW/

************
Federa-tion Z
The Cheeps
The 1\Tarro"W"s

Swil
Kanim

EVERY WEDNESDAY•••

TRISTEREO SYSTEM
GEORGIA PACIFIC
FREDDY VOMIT AND
THE ARMPITS

Sep-t. 11-th
:IB Tavern

TECIItKl wriH

DJ Q-BNZA

W\NU
MAKTUB • SOURCE OF LABOR ' GUESTS

(DTJ) - LADIES NICffl w/ DJ · (FAC) - DJ
(ROY) - LADIES NIGHT W/ DJ

TECHtK> wriH

Discohesive

THE 3 B - LOUNGE
THE ROYAL- SWING
RUMORS - DJ REQUEST
fACTORY - fUNK fACTORY W/ OJ DoiU

SEPTEMBER

(DT)) - DJ • (FAC) - HIP HoP

DJQ-BNZA

wI Shanghi Killers

.,.......!~;~:·y~r't::!.!R~:l:1Y~
Slllll!:NI:Dz:A•~'
Y••~
··-·y-""""""'"''EVERY TUESDAY...
THE CALUMET
THE UP & UP - ROADKIU

I

joe
Prater

EV
BIRD OF
PASSAGE

TBA

(

TECHNO wriH

DJ Q-BNZA

J

DJ .......

SEPT

MUSIC

24TH

.

Nick
Vigarino

(DTJ) - DJ • (FAC) - HIP Hop
(ROY) - HIP HoP

SPECIAL EVENT

Friday Sept. I 7thDana Lyons • Tim McHugh
Swil Kanim (Richard Marshall)
Mt. Baker Theater

SEPT

24TH

SEPT

lOTH

HLJ/VIDI!\K.LR

Sl-ow OF

~

JESSICA PORTER
REBECCA PERCEY
AND GUESTS

THE NEED
NOGGIN
MEME AMERICA

SWEEP THE LEG JOHNNY
FAIRGROVE
AND GUESTS

Be sure to bring your ear plugs for this one, boys and
girls, cause it's gonna be loud. Federation X and The
Cheeps, coming off of their cross country tour, come
home to rock Bellingham's world. Opening up are The
Narrows, one of the cooler B-ham bands to start
playing around town. Should be rockin'.

TO REQUEST A DISABILITY ACCOMMODATION PLEASE CALL ASP POP MUSIC (360)650-2846. TTY USERS CALL THE STATE RELAY
SYSTEM AT 1-800-833-6388. COLORING CONTEST!!! COLOR THIS AD (STAY INSIDE THE LINES!) AND BRING IT TO WESTIVAL '99.
THE WINNER WILL RECEIVE FREE TICKETS TO ASP POP MUSIC'S FIRST FALL QUARTER SHOW.

